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THE GREAT OSRAl\1
(A. Everett Austin, Jr.)
will be presented
College Standards,
Application, Theme
Of Chapel Speech
Inner Nobility is Ne-
cessary, Says Dean
Burdick In Her Talk
"When President Blunt asked me
to take this Chapel," said Dean Bur-
dick in Chapel on Tuesday, Novem-
ber 15, "I decided I would discuss
briefly with you the thing which has
been uppermost in my mind recently
-Standards. I do not mean stand-
ards as we find them, but standards
that are higher and mere noble as
they apply to our intellectual, social,
and moral lives.
There arc two definitions of stand-
ards. The first one is that which is
established by authority as a rule for
measuring. The second is that which
is established by custom or general
consent as a model. Decorum is one of
those words the measuring of which
we arrive at by knowledge of custom
or general consent.
Decorum by definition means pro-
priety of manner or conduct, dignity,
seemliness. It implies in its better
sefl~~IICfi'np.$S,propriety, appropriate-
ne~(J~rl,Jyt:I'I.~S, and modesty arising
fro >. J&,). nner "nobility and worth and
from a proper ccnsciousuess of one's
position and responsibilities.
The College HC" says: "General
decorum is expected of every student
who will remember that she is at all
time representing her Alma Mater
whether on the campus grounds or
elsewhere, and that she will act in ac-
cordance with the College Standards
of Decorum."
What are the college standards of
decorum, and how can you know
what they are? You can know the
meaning these ways: by being told; by
(Continued on Page 7)
---:0:---
In
'41\lysteries in Many Moods"
Saturday, November 19, at 8 P.M.
by
The New London Chapter of
Connecticut College Alumnre
For the benefit of the
Alumnae Fund
in the
College Gymnasium
Gen. Adm. SOC Res. Scats 7SC
Tickets on Sale in Dormitories and
at Information Office
Students Against
Natzi Persecution
At Amalgamation
Elizabeth Parcells '39, President of
Student Government, read the fol-
lowing telegram to students in an
amalgamation meeting Tuesday eve-
ning, November r yth :
"Can you join Harvard and other
colleges in endorsing the following
statement? (We students of Ameri-
can colleges protest the expulsion of
Jewish students from German univer-
sities, religious discrimination and
bookburning, destroying to twentieth
century intellectual standards and de-
grading German scholarship.' Matter
utmost importance. Reply immediate-
ly. All Harvard committee against
Nazi persecution."
The President asked for a discus-
sion of the statement, and the major-
ity of the students were in favor of it.
A motion was made, seconded, and
passed that the student body of Con-
necticut College back the statement.
The Student Organizations Com-
(Continued on Page 7)
---:0:---
"Life as Romance"
Vespers Subject of
Dean Gilkey
The speaker at the 7 o'clock vesper
service on Sunday will be Charles W.
Gilkey, dean of the Chapel of the
University of Chicago, and brother of
Dr. James Gordon Gilkey of Spring-
field, Mass. A graduate of Harvard
University, Dr. Charles Gilkey served
as student secretary of the Interna-
tional Committee of the Y.M.C.A.,
attended Union Theological Semin-
ary, whence he received his B.D., pur-
sued his theological studies further at
the universities of Berlin and Mar-
burg, in Glasgow and Edinburg, and
at Oxford University. He has been
granted the honorary degree of D.D.
from a half dozen institutions includ-
ing Yale, Brown and Harvard.
From 1910 to 1928 he was pastor
of Hyde Park Baptist Church in Chi-
cago. In 1926 he was made professor
of preaching in the divinity school of
the University of Chicago, and dean
of the chapel there in 1928. He is a
preacher at various colleges and uni-
versi ties from coast to coast. He has
been Cole Lecturer in Vanderbilt
University, and in 1924-25 was Bar-
rows Lecturer to India. He is the
author of Jesus and Our Generation j
New Frontiers for Faith, and Present
Day Dilemmas in Religion. His top-
ic on Sunday will be "Life as Ro-
mance."
Valuable Autographs of
Well Known Women
Shown in Library
An exhibition of valuable auto-
graphs of some well known women is
being held in the Connecticut College
Library. The inscriptions are from
the Elisha Loomis Palmer collection
of rare books and manuscripts.
There is a fragment of a letter
signed by Josephine, empress consort
of Napoleon 1. Also a discoloured
document signed by Marie Antoinette,
queen consort of Louis XVI, King of
France. Another document of histor-
ical interest is one which bears the
signature of Catherine de Medici,
queen consort of Henry II, King of
France.
Famous actresses are also repre-
sented. A letter of Fanny Kembles'
is included in the exhibition. From
the memoirs of Mrs. Elizabeth Inch-
bald, part of a letter is taken, which
she wrote to a friend. An excerpt
from a letter of another esteemed
actress is one of Mrs. Ellen Keans.'
Probably the most interesting part
of the exhibition is the collection of
famous authors' signatures. There are
several selections of poetry in the
handwriting of Mrs. Anna Hemp-
stead, who wrote of Connecticut and
lived in New London until her death
last year. Other excerpts from poetry
and letters are Mrs. Shelley's business
letter j Mr. and Mrs. Charles Lamb's
acceptance of a dinner invitation j and
a business letter of Joanna Baillies.'
Many interesting specimens of hand-
writing not mentioned here are in the
Library, and are well worth seeing.
MARY AND VIRGINIA DRANE
Quiz on College
Rules Taken by
Freshmen
Annual Friendship
Dinner Attended
By Pres. Blunt
President Blunt attended the
twelfth annual Friendship Dinner
given by the American Woman's As-
sociation on Monday, November 14
in New York. The Advertising Wo-
men of N ew York sponsored the din-
ner.
per cent on the test. They are as fol- The dinner had as its theme "Wo-
lows: I men's Influence on Public Affairs."
Ruth Moulton-Humphrey. Among the distinguished speakers
Sylvia Martin-Humphrey. were Mrs. Margaret Culkin Banning,
Betty Bowden-Knowlton. the novelist, Elizabeth Hawes, the
Grace Nelson-Knowlton. fashion expert, Margaret Bourke-
Shirley Austin-Knowlton. White, the photographer, Jacqueline
Nancy Beaman-Winthrop. Cochran, the aviatrix, Mary Pick-
The test was as follows: ford, and Mrs. Vera Micheles Dean,
I. What is the "specific applica- outstanding woman speaker of the
tion" of the Honor Code? Foreign Policy Association and editor
2. A student must not sign out for of their publications.
a night or an evening after _. Each year an award, the American
3. When does a Freshman sign out Women's Association Award for Em-
on the white slip? On the blue slip? inent Achievement, is given to the
On the cards in Fanning Hall? outstanding woman of the Associa-
4. If a Freshman is down town aft- tion. The presentation made by Jane
er - she must be in the company of _ Todd, New York Assemblywoman,
or an- or a _. was given to Dorothy Thompson,
5. When maya Freshman take the famous columnist. The name of the
late train? recipient is kept secret until the din-
6. How does a Freshman sign out ner.
for a college dance? By what time President Blunt is a member-at-
after the dance must she be in her dor- large of the AW A Award Commit-
mitory? ~e.
7. Between what hours may one
not be en route to college?
8. Whey maya Freshman stay out
until 12:00 the first semester? The
second semester?
q. Give the list of approved chap-
erones for one student.
10. What is the drinking rule?
1 I. What are the college bound-
aries?
13. What are the duties of a stu-
dent in a fire drill?
14. If for any reason a student is
unable to return at the time stated on
her sign out card, what must she do?
15. If a student wants to consult an
outside physician whom must she see
first?
16. What is you idea of decorum?
As an additional check on the fresh-
men's knowledge of rules and regu-
lations of the College, members of
Cabinet recently gave a written quiz
to all members of the class.
Only six girls of the entire
members of the class achieved
260
100
---:0:---
'lew Fraternity Comedy
Running at Vanderbilt
"Where Do We Go From Here?,"
a comedy about fraternity life by Wil-
liam Bowers, opened at the Vander-
bilt Theatre November 10.
Directed by Anatol Winogradoff,
formerly of the Moscow Art Theatre,
and produced by Oscar Hammerstein
and Dwight Taylor, the play is a
down-to-earth depiction of modern
American fraternities without any of
the sentimentality commonly associat-
ed with plays about college life.
"Where Do We Go From Here?"
had a successful three-weeks run III
Hollywood last spring.
Mary and Virginia
Drane to Present
Duo Violin Recital
Will Visit College for
Second Time on No-
vember 17th
Mary and Virginia Drane, duo-
violinists of repute, will visit the col-
lege a second time when they present
a recital in the College Gymnasium
on Thursday evening, November 17,
at 8 o'clock, as a feature of the Con-
necticut College Concert Series.
Warmly acclaimed by music lovers
in New York and the east, Virginia
and Mary Drane bring to the con-
cert stage a rarely heard form of mu-
sical expression. Much beautiful and
infrequently heard music has been
written for two violins with piano ac-
companiment by the old masters-
Corelli, Vivaldi, Bach, Handel, Mo-
zart, and others of this period.
In addition to a comprehensive re-
pertoire of original compositions, the
Dranes feature on their programs un-
usual and interesting transcriptions of
well known music of the classic and
modern schools. All works are played
from memory, which makes for clos-
er ensemble and greater freedom in
rendition. A composition written for
and dedicated to them by Sir Carl
Busch is the beautiful "Duettino Con-
certante."
They have been pupils of the fam-
ous Ottakar Sevcik, Mischa Mischa-
kofi. Forrest Schulz, Hans Letz and
Louis Persinger, and their musical
training has hee'i\-"Q£.the.highest order.
A growing list of recitals and ap-
pearances with orchestra denotes the
interest and appreciation of the pub-
lic in the superb performance of un-
usual literature by this unique com-
bination.
Their program Thursday evening
will be as follows:
Handel-Sonata, NO.5, in G-minor
Larghetto
Allegro
Adagio
Allegro
Vivaldi-Concerto in A-minor
Allegro can spinto (first move-
ment)
Mendelssohn-On Wings of Song
Schubert-Kresiler - Ballet Mus i c
(Rosamunde)
Albeniz- Tango
Godard-Serenade
Busch-c-Duettino Concertante
(Dedicated to Mary and Virginia
Drane)
Faure-Romanre sans paroles
Sarasate-~avarra
---:0:---
MissD. Fontaine
Lectures on Spain
Miss Dorothy Fontaine) lecturer,
will speak on the Spanish situation,
augmenting her lecture with a movie
entitled "Hetum to Life" at the gym-
nasium on November 30, at 7 :30 p.m.
Miss Fontaine has just returned
from a year in Spain where she has
aided in hospital work. Her picture
will show the rehabilitation of wound-
ed soldiers and of the civilian popula-
tion.
Giving Miss Fontaine excellent
background as an interesting lecturer
is past work with Col. Charles A.
Lindbergh and Alexis Carrel on the
Mechanical Heart.
The International Relations Club is
sponsoring this lecture, and invites all
students to attend.
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"White Shadows in THINGS AND
The South Seas," by STUFF
Frederick O'Brien We think that the prize of the
hy Mary-Elh:abeth Baldwin 'S9 week should go, oddly enough, to the
New York Herald Tribune and a
Even as 1 write the title of this group of illustrators, to the forme-r
book I can feel the cold wind of dis- for its taste, to the latter forj.t~lel1t.
approval whistling about the hack of We refer of cours~ V"'~ "Books"
my neck. So I am going to have my section, which-:::;[;tains, in case you
say right now ,and then let the storm have no..t~covered it, a series of re-
break as it will. I am well aware that
" ,n ,,_.-'> at some of the most charmingthe-hook is not OPw":" ;,;,::: ;,--';,:':~.1w<lh
.p illustrations you ever will see. Illus-of the fact that it is considered "es- trating is an art too easily overlooked,
cape" literature. I am aware that it is so we cut a number of these bits out,
neither a fine book nor a moral one, something we never do, and are ga-
in the broad sense of the term. I ing to keep them for a rainy day.It is just dusk now-and the river is grey and still know that such works are considered • • •between the hills. If I turnto the west I can see the last a waste of time. At the moment, the
faint threads of gold and rose, carelessly left in the sky above remarks are all that leap to my Another new magazine has just
by the sun. Against this glow the trees are black and mind in trying to anticipate the snorts been launched on the market, the ob-
quiet, yet strangely luminescent. At this time I like to of disgust, so I will get on with my ject of which is to reprint short pieces
be with myself in the semi-darkness, and I can feel the word on the subject, as I have no from current works which will give
silence of the hour steal in upon me. ' doubt that I soon will hear some of the reader an idea of what the books
The time most restful to me is this minute when I the things I have missed. are like. We have a suspicion that
. . I b D d NT· h M b I'll It t h t I h this will prove quite a boon to pros-can Sit quret y etween ay an Ig t. ay e turn see~s a me t a. ~ve a va~ue . pective buyers who I am ure w Id
on the radio in hopes of finding something besides a recollection of a movlllg picture being b h hanr s id .o~
"swing" orchestra. In real music there is a quality of made from this book. I have an e more t an appy to avor gIvmg
II II· f b Grandma a tale that would turn herpeace that nothing else can convey. If I can find the equa y vague reco ectron a not e- hai bl k Th f h
kind I want, it will fit into my mood, and will carry me ing allowed to see it, why, I do not ~Ir . a~d' It n.a~~o t ~ maga-
away from the reality of my surroundings, to a land remember. Since, it has corne to light zlne ,II1CI enta y, IS uote.
where I become so lost} that a sudden interruption shat- that it was a pre-Hays epic in the best _ _ _
ters my dusk-dream with the abruptness of a bubble llaloha ohe' 'tradition. Well, there is Hold your breath! We see anoth-
breaking in my face. And with this breaking all the love- nothing like a picture version anyhow. er era of daffy comedy on the way,
ly rainbow colors blended into my dream vanish, and I The book is sentimental. It says little launched, probably in all good faith,
am left with only the fragments of a mist. that has not been said since. It is full by those veterans, Billie Burke and
Or I will look for silence in the magic of poetry of the "simple, kind, native" line. The Roland Young. We are delighted to
that expresses ideas I've often wanted to put into words, author involves himself in orgies of have them around, but we are not too
but could not, and that lulls one into new depths of lush description of tropical vegetation. blissful about having history repeat it-
thought. He bounces from anecdote to descrip- self quite so soon.
Gaiety and laughter seems to fit into the bright- tion to philosophy to economics and _ _ _
ness of dayti·me but no h ·t· t ·1· ht fAt back to narration with the grace and Among those who returned thi·s' w W en I IS WI 19 , or a ee
second let me become one of the shadows and drift off ease of a man on stilts. He des not week to the concert stage is ]ascha
into that never-never land of stillness and silence. know the meaning of the word Heifetz. bringing with him memories
Htransition," or the word Horganiza- for many who recall his debut over
tion." He has much to learn of the two decades ago and the unbelieveable
virtues of conciseness and loquacity in perfection that he never has lost.
their proper places. One cannot deny, Lawrence Gilman, always a bit ten-
as well ,that the book is escapist in der about his pets, weeps silently over
that it concerns strange people in a Mr. Heifetz's program, which was, to
foreign dime, and is somewhat super- say the least, unorthodox. Mr. Gil-
ficial in carrying out in thought the man will have another inning later
observations he makes. this week when Flagstad returns to
But don't fool yourself that the the stage. We can hear him already.
book is not worth anything with all _ _ •
these faults. Like Ced ric BeIfrage in ] ane Cowl, too, returns at the head
his "Away From It All," Mr. O'Bri- of what looks like a triumphal proces-
en is unable to avoid seeing the de- sion. She is to open her first play
vastation before his eyes ,to avoid see- since I'First Lady," "The Merchant
iog the slow and inevitable extinction of Yonkers" very shortly. Herbert
of the Polynesian race, which he un- Shumlin is the producer, Max Rhein-
happily attributes to his own white hardt, the director, Thornton Wilder
race. But while this condition is in- the author, and Miss Cowl, the lead~
(Continued on Page 8) (Continued on Page 3)
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A Search for Silence
Will You Help?
Perhaps the Red Cross drive means more to stu-
dents of Connecticut College this year than ever be~
fore. Nlany of us have seen for the first time at close
range a tiny bit of the healing, feeding, sheltering, and
clothing done by this organization in times of emer-
gency. In this way the hurricane may have been good
for us.
For the first time, too, we are realizing that it
has an active and efficient program at all times and is
aiding communities in every day recreational problems,
as well as during crises. In its work last year the Red
Cross used 'between twenty-five and thirty million dol.
lars.
And at Connecticut College last year, eleven houses
contributed 100 per cent--every girl giving something.
(Contlnued on Coiumn 4)
CAMPUS CAMERA
I I
B.€. HUfCHINSON
(J' CHICAGO. IN1!:R-
CEP1U> A PASS
IN HIS END ZONE
lIN!> RAN 105 YDS.
FalA 1000CXJWN
AGAINSr /I.Q(J)j-
WESfERN IN 1919.
HE REffATED THE
FEAT lAIER IN
THE GAME
Rl( 103
YDS.'
-----=-:-1~~
BtERNV-.N
MlNNESOTAS b~ Cl:lIO\,
ONCE FAILED />J GRID
MENTOR AT ThE UNN. OF
MONTANA, GAVE UP ThE
JOB AND SlARTED
5EI..L.ING BQ\JDS I fi~',
""'"..~\. \ .\",,'
~ ....cv ~
._-
IN COlORAl:O 1I1REE MQUNTAINS ARE NAME!>
HARVARD, PRINCEION AN!> YAL-El
, BUCKSHOT,
WE u. OF PENNSYLVANIA
WAS 1I1E RRSY EDUe-
AllONAl INSfITVTION
IN AMERICA To BEAR
1I1E NAI\Af; UNIVERSfTYI
UNTIL 1779 rr WAS
CALLED <PU£GE MID
- ACADEMY-
Free Speech
(The Editors of the News do not hold themselves
responsible for the opinions ~xpresse~ in this column.
In order to insure the validity of this column as an
organ for the expression of honest opinion, the editor
must know the names of contributors.)
Dear Editor,
It has been suggested that we, the student govern-
ment of Connecticut ColIege, give some serious thought
I to the problem of "nights. Jl
In many of our sister colleges seniors at least are
given unlimited nights away from campus. And it seems
to have worked well. In our opinion, by the time a girl
has reached her senior year, she should be a fairly good
judge of how many week-ends she can afford to take
away from the campus and her work.
No senior is going to take any chances of failing so
near graduation, is she?
In many cases, this is the last year the senior has in
New England, or in "the East." There are many last
visits to be made; New York must be made doubly famil-
iar and Boston learned again until each street and shop,
each theater and restaurant can take its place in the host
of memories associated with "my years in an Eastern col-
lege."
What harm can there be in granting this additional
bit of freedom to girls to whom liberal rules have been
a part of life for four years?
I
It seems to us that this proposed change fits in ad-
mirably with the liberality of all the rules at Connecti-
. cut. It is not as though one "liberal" rule were being
imposed on a group of extremely strict regulations, ac-
centing the discrepancy between them. Therefore, is not
the greatest danger alleviated?
The second problem in connection with the allow-
ance of nights away from campus is concerned with the
discrepancy between the number offered any stu.d~th
a C average and that allowed a girl perhaps a ~ a
point below her more fortunate classmate. ,.- -
For some time a number of the girls at Connecticut
have felt it unfair to restrict a girl to four nights a sem-
ester off campus, less than half as many as the average,
although she was not on academic probation and per-
haps very slightly beneath a C average.
Into this problem, a phychological consideration
must enter. It is not true that a vacation from the regu-
lar routine of campus life may prove an incentive to
work, to pull oneself above the danger mark? And can't
a girl waste time equally well on campus?
It seems to us that, perhaps subconsciously but in some
way, being bound so closely is likely to make a student
rebellious and less apt to work while she is kept away
from a good time and a mental vacation.
Perhaps times have changed sufficiently since the in-
ception of both these rules, to render them out-of-date
and no longer as well-suited to the sensible-yet-liberal
rules of the college.
Discussions among students often bring solutions to
such prblems confronting the student government. It
may be that a little thought now may stimulate and help
discussion in a future amalgamation meeting and make
possible a better interpretation of rules to' suit the student
body. '39
Editorial
(Continued from Colnmn 1)
All of the day students contributed. A total of $234.00
was given by students, $90.50 by faculty.
It is hoped that both the number giving and the
total given will be greater this year than last. Will you
help? A small sacrifice on your part will mean much to
those less fortunate than we.
Calendar ...
Wednesday, NoveJnber 16
6:45 News Staff Meeting. .... F 306
7 :15 Ornithology Club Meeting NL 309
8:00 A.A.V.W. Nina Strandberg of Finland
.............. " Knowlton-Lecture
fhursday, Novem,ber 17
6:45 Freshman Class Meeting .
8:00 Two Violin Recital Gym
'unday, November 20
10-12:30; 2-4 Conference; "Southern New
England Model League-International
Relations Club
....... Jane Add~I~'s';~d '1937' i;i;i~'~ Room
7:00 Vespers-Charles W. Gilkey, Dean of
UllIverslty of Chicago Chapel
~onday, Novenlber 21
A.A. Coffee
7;15 Faculty Science Group F It R om. . . . .. acu y 0
fuesday, Novem,ber 22
4:00 Convocation
Miss Marjorie. Nicholson
Dean of Smith College
Dr. Coffin Speaks on --:0:--
Intellectual Fitness New England Anti-War
Dr. Henry Sloane Coffin, presr- Congress Held at Boston
dent of the Union Theological Sem- Delegates representing student or-
inary in New York, who spoke at ganizations from New England CoI-
Vespers all Sunday, November 13, leges and Universities assembled In
gave as the text of his sermon the Bates Hall Y.M.C.A., Boston, No-
thought, that one ~h?~l.d try to remem- vember 12 and 14, for the New Eng-
~e~, all,e 5 responslbdJt.les ~o others" land Anti-War Congress.
, Wlsd?ffi IS a, comblllatlOn of brall?s Elizabeth Hadley and Grace Hecht
and. fidelity \yh,ICh t?O few leaders In of Connecticut College are working
busmcss adnlllllstratlOll, school", the Iwith the Youth Committee of the
church, and commerce possess, de- Congress though neither found it pos-
crladred Drh· Coffin: AIlSexamrl
plfies fof sible to a~tend the Boston meeting.
ea ers w 0 were IIlte ectua y t or
their positions he gave Richlieu, ad- T~le pu.rpose. of the Congress was to
ministrator of France under Louis provide dISCUSS1?n,and to formula~e a
XIII, and those British prime minis- p,rogram ?f, actIOn th:~ugh orgamza-
ters who have done much for the ad- t~on, pubh~lty, adver~ls1ng and educa·
vancement of their country. tiOn. Specl~1 emphaSIS was placed on
Dr. Coffin pointed out, however, Youth Antl-Wa: work. .
that brains without this fidelity can A mass meetI!lg was held 111 the
often be tragically employed. A burg- Old South Meetlllg House on Satur-
lar robbing a J'eweIry store or plun- day, November 12. Speakers were:
, H b H' h f "ANDderers with armies in the Far East u ert erflng,,, aut or 0 .
are examples of those who may claim SO, TO WA~ ; Tucker Smith,
a keen brain, but a decided lack of Ul1lted Automo,bl1e Workers; George
faithfulness to a good cause. Roewer, Promment labor attorney;
Often it is difficult to recognize an~ Dr. John A. Lapp, author, econ-
true leaders for their clear logic, ex- omlst and teacher. . .
pressed as simply as it is, is often dis- ~t Bates Hall the diSCUSSiOncen-
regarded by people whose emotions tel ed......around t~e general program of
are too easily moved by flowery, meta- th~ Keep Amenca Out of War Com-
phor-filled, persuasive speeches. Dr. 1~lttee. Edward C. Johnson,. Execu-
Coffin warned that we be careful in tIV~. Se~reta:y of the .Com~lttee on
our choice of true leadership ability. MJllta~lsm lI1 EducatIOn, dlrecte~ a
symposIUm on methods of combattlllg
---:0 :--- war propaganda; discussions on or-
Food statisticians have estimated ganization and publicity were led by
that University of Minnesota fresh- Wayne Womer, and Richard Saling-
men, at their annual bean feed, will er, respectively. Interesting reports
con::.ume 95,c)(X) beans, 900 frankfurt- from campus and town groups were
ers. read.
Wednesday, November 16, 1938
THINGS AND STUFF
Betty Vilas Presides
At Armistice Day
Chapel Service
On Iovember II, at 10:45 the
student body assembled to commemo-
rate the signing of the Armistice twen-
ty years aeu. The program was spon-
sored by the Religious Council and the
International Relations Council, un-
der the chairmanship of Betty Vilas
'40. The speakers were faculty and
students.
Miss Dilley dramatically sketched
the events between 1918 and 1938
which have tended to make the idea of
democracy something of a farce, and
which established the precedent for
Germany's seizure of Czechoslavakia.
The J918 Armistice was greeted with
a great deal of fanfare; the 1938 Ar-
mistice, signed recently in Munich,
brought relief, but no excitement or
oy. This armistice may be the last
chance to save democracy. Whether
or not democracy can survive is a ques-
tion. The Versailles system is ended.
Democracy is in a more honest posi-
tion than it was in 1918, but changes
in the system will have to be made and
be made fast. Individuals will have to
accept and believe in these changes if
democracy is to be honest.
Miss Tuve took as the central idea
of her speech, the fact that the ordin-
ary daily living and thinking patterns
of people are the causes of war or
peace. We do not bother to under-
stand the points-of-view of other peo-
pie; we condemn without reason; we
think of superiority as having that
~ .nch ~ve want j and we do not take
kindly tovriticism. We want peace,
but we refuse to go out for the things
which we do net have to knock people
down to get. We are lacking in under-
standing. As the wise men of all ages
have said, "Self-discipline, and flat
self-advancement will advance the
world."
Phoebe Buck' 42, insisted that to
end war and all its atrocities the com-
mandment "Thou shalt not kill" must
be taken literally by all peoples. Sbr
pointed out that from all appearances
the present peace is not final, and that
there is nothing to prevent our whole
civilization from being entirely demol-
shed in the next war. It is our gener-
ation that will have to do the fighting,
and so it is up to us to prevent another
war,
Grace Hecht '39, expressed a force-
ful opinion on the reasons why we, the
students of Connecticut College,
should desire peace. Since man is es-
sentially a selfish animal, she appealed
to our selfish interests. She pointed
out that every war is followed by an
economic depression which is anything
but enjoyable. Every war has to be
paid for through increased taxes. A
very lamentable fact from the view-
point of most college girls is the fact
that a great many of the marriageable
young men are killed or maimed in
war. The mere fact that we are wo-
men will not save our lives, for the
deadly weapons of modern warfare are
no respectors of persons.
--~~:o:--~
Thanks.
A note of thanks has been receiv-
ed from the Medical Bureau and
North American Committee to aid
Spanish Democracy for the check
of $65.00 received from the faculty
and students of the college as a re-
sult of Mr. Sorriano's cartoons.
Dean Nye Stresses
Students' Part in
Peace Promotion
In Chapel service on Wednesday,
November 9, 1938, Dean Nye discus-
sed the ways In which Connecticut
College students are able to promote
International friendship.
Dean Nye reminded the students
that, at the end of the World War,
Connecticut College was the first to
send over funds, which amounted to
$4000, for the relief of the foreign
students.
It was then that our country felt
the need of strengthening the friend-
ship between the students of America
and Europe. With this purpose 111
mind, the International Student Ex-
change was established. Through
this organization it was made possi-
ble for foreigners to study 111 the
United States and Americans to
study abroad.
The student is given an exchange
scholarship which includes the pay-
ment of her tuition and board; the
Student Friendship Fund, composed
of the college students, provides the
needed money for room rent.
At the present time, Marthe Bar-
atte of France, and Ursula Dibbern of
Germany, have been attending Con-
necticut College through the advan-
tages of the International Student Ex-
of the International Student Ex-
change. While Winifred Frank and
Marjorie Hanson, Connecticut Col-
lege ',8, are studying abroad at the
University of Lyons, France and j ena
University, Germany.
Dean Nye impressed upon the stu-
dents of Connecticut College that
through the International Student Ex-
change can be found the answer to the
question "How can I promote the
peace of the world."
--~:o:---
(Continued from Page 2)
ng lady. It looks like an unbeatable
combination to us.
• • •
Battle of the week: How good is
Danton's Death?" The scrap has
reached the back-biting stage already.
In another week we will have to get
some of our first class purgers to clear
out chief scrapper, Richard Watts.
We think he has been sitting around
waiting for Welles to miss fire and
!lOW is so blissful he just cannot re-
sist the HI told you so's." The only
trouble is that he cannot find anyone
to agree with him, or even pay much
attention.
--~:o:---
Hunter College in New York City,
IS the lar:gest women's college in the
world.
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'World Affairs and 1..----------.
Short Drama Books I Nominated .
Margaret ~1ack, laney Wolfe,N01V in Li!Jrary and Susan Parkhurst were nomin-
ated for the presidency of the
Are }'OU interested in world-affairs? Freshman Class. Elections will be
And would you like to be able to talk held on Thursday, Iovember 17.
intelligently on the subject? Winston '-=========:::::=====Churchill is a name which speaks of =
authority in the affairs of the world. Lar.!!eAttendance
His book, While England Slept, is a <.:J
survey of world affairs lrom 1932 un- Hears Concert by
til 1938. Six years ago Mr. Churchill
rose in the House 01 Commons, and Hampton Quartet
said that, although he respected and The celebrated Hampton Quartet
admired the Germans, the people must I
presented a concert of Negro spiritua srealize that every concession to them b
on Wednesday evening, Novem er 9,had been made. He urged against per-
G in the gymnasium.
mitting ermany to rearm because he The Quartet sang the old spirituals
realized that this would only lead to
with feeling and sincerity. Rich har-Germany's demand for her lost terri-
many and a skillful blending of voices
tories. After five years Mr. Churchill marked their rendition. An innovation
again rose in the House of Commons
was introduced in the J uba dance.and warned against conceeding to Ger- h
Dr. Lawrence, who has taug tmany's demands. His words rang out 1 h
graduate work at Hampton or t ethat not only would Austria and
past twelve years, introduced theCzechoslovakia suffer but we all
Quartet. During an intermission 111would suffer if Germany were permit-
the program Frederick Jackson, ated to have her own way.
graduate of Hampton in the class of
1\1r. Churchill's son has gathered 1938, spoke of the history and aims of
his father's speeches and warnings into the institute, and extended a cordial
this book. The book is far from a cut welcome to the audience to visit
and dried history; it has consistency Hampton.
of though t and the prophetic power of The complete program of the Quar-
a brilliant man. With it, is the Win- tet was as follows:
stcnian wit. Old Arks.
While we are discussing world af- We are Climbing Jacob's Ladder.
fairs, another book which is of value to Standing in the Need 01 Prayer.
a person is [udy's Foreign anti Coloni- fP ade in the pf/ ater, Children.
01 Policy by Macartney and Cremona. A It Over G od's Heaven.
Although this book was written before Ezekiel Saw the Wheel.
the absorption of Austria by Germany Woter Boy.
or the conclusion of the Anglo-Italian No J-lit/iug Place Down Here.
treaty, this book is an admirable sur- Luba.
vey of the position of Italy during the Little' Liza.
world war. Some of its comments on Keep Inching Along.
the relations of the different countries Deep River,
call for revision. But it does bring out I pf/ant to Be Ready to Walk 1II
clearly the influence the peace treaty Jerusalem.
after the world war had on Italy. The Swing Low, Swat Chariot.
authors of this book are experienced rill Goin' Up.
journalists with long records of ser- Go Down Moses.
vice at Rome. Their book has worth ---:0:---
while value and food for thought.
For the students and practitioners
of the short drama there is all excellent
book in the library. The One-Act
.flay Today by William Kozlenko
gives the technique, scope and history
of the contemporary short drama.
This book is really invaluable.
Third Annual Song
Recital Presented
By Grace Leslie
Approaching the Gymnasium last
Tuesday night, the great number of
cars told us that many who heard
Grace Leslie at previous occasions had
gathered with those coming expectant-
ly for the first time to enjoy her Song
Recital. Thus Miss Leslie met with a
very personal and cordial applause,
which is so favorable in establishing a
close connection between the perform-
er and the audience, indispensable for
an easy enjoyment for both.
Schumann's Frauenliebe und Leben
Op. 42, a cycle of eight songs, stood at
the beginning of a long program. The
first tribute must be paid to an excel-
lent pronunciation. Seit ich ihn gese-
hen had all the verve and enthusiasm
that the song needed to convince the
listener: Er, der Herrtichste von allen
in sense and sound augmented the for-
mer, because it had not only the en-
thusiasm of the loving girl, but also
the pride of a loving woman, as was
visible in the strong, well rounded
voice with which Miss Leslie present-
ed this song in the harmonious dRat
major. The third song of this cycle
contained more than one mood j there
was happiness, there was anguish be-
cause a dream had shown her the hap-
piness she longed for.
Range and Beauty
You, Ring Oil my finger was the
Icalm vow of the woman who laved
and would abide with what this ring
meant. It had a wide range between
the soft beginning and a firm, convinc-
ing repetition of the vow. The next
song breathed all the pride and happi-
ness of a bride who asks her sisters to
serve her j though she realizes that this
day separates her from her youth, she
willingly takes leave from her former
environment. S uesser Freund, du
blickest was the most beautiful of the
songs of the cycle. Miss Leslie gave a
perfect presentation and even those
Joint Deputation Travels who did not understand by word what
the song had to say must have felt the
To Chester, Conn. sweet gravity, the maturity that filled
Sarah Barron '40, Margaret Robin- this song. A happy contrast formed
son '41, and Mary Lou Sharpless '41 the song of mother-love with exceed
made up a joint deputation when they- ing enthusiasm for her child, and.in its, 1
travelled to Chester, Connecticut, happy impetus it convinced us that "a
with three Yale boys on the weekend mother only knows" what Leben
of November 5th. Saturday evening means. The juxtaposition of a c-min-
was spent helping at a Young People's or and an f-major chord gave the in-
Social held at the Congregational traduction to the song of gravity and
Church in Chester. Mary Lou spent gried in which a woman deplores the
the night at the home of the French death of her husband. The song ends
teacher, and the other two girls stay- in a conciliating and soft a Rat.
ed with Reverend and Mrs. Penhart, Songs' Spirit Clear
who acted as host and hostess to the
The group of Spanish songs were adeputation.
great surprise for those who did not
On Sunday morning, the group at- know Miss Leslie, for after the ex-
tended Sunday School and Church II
tremely mature and we -rounded pre-
services, at which Walter Wagoner, sentation of the German cycle, it was
from Yale, read the Scripture lesson. amazing to witness the sudden change
A long hike, which helped the college to a type of burlesque. The Seguidilla
people to become better acquainted, Muricmza was doubly effective be-
took up the afternoon. cause of the very supple, exquisite pi-
Evening service was conducted by ana accompaniment of Miss Wight-
the C.C. girls, Mary Lou acting as man. l\1iss Leslie's vivid presentation,nlistress, 01 cere",ony, and Meg a"d b II ~. d ~
stressed y exce ent mImiC, rna e It
Libby reading the Scripture and pray- very easy for the listener unfamiliar
er respectively. After a discussion on with the language, to grasp the spirit
the topic of "What Religion 'leans to of the songs. Nona had an oriental
Me," the evening was brought to a shade in the augmented seconds, giv-
close. The group agreed that the ing a note of languish that was very
weekend had been one of the pl·::asant- attractive. DeFalla's Seuidille gave
est as well as most inspiring they had Miss Leslie opportunity for brilliant
been privileged to enj·oy. h' h . b
strong tones, w IC was Just as eau-
---:0 :--~ tiful as the pianissimo of cigarette be-
fore it returned to the broad first
theme, with unchanging brilliance.
Many Songs for Youl.h
It would take too long to name the
songs for young people separately. Let
it be said for them all that they met
with greatest response from the public,
not, I am sure, because the English
language was an easier medium for
understanding, but because of the very
personal, unassuming character of
these highly finished cabinet~pieces:
drollery, farce, frolic touches changed
with soft shades, and a very beautiful
(Continued on Page 8)
Investigation Planned
Into Success, Failure
A new attack on the problem of
what causes personal failure or suc-
cess has been launched by Harvard
University with the establishment of
a long-time study of Hthe forces that
have produced normal young men."
Under the direction of Dr. A. V.
Bock, head of the hygiene depart-
ment, the investigation will deal with
the heredity, constitution, family,
school life, and other elements pertain-
ing to the make-up of the individual.
-ACP.
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-Some call them true, others call Shoo, Fla.
them false. I call titem ODD. Houdy, Miss.
American connoisseurs consume ap- Fiven, Tenn.
proximately five tons of RATTLE- ... George Washington was a citizen
---:0:--- SNAKE meat every year ... Part of of FRANCE ... Time marches on!
Our very best wishes for the speed i- More than 1700 trees on the Con- the official title of the King of Siam is Compare this ETIQUETTE FOR
est of recoveries to Ann Merkle '42, necticut State College campus were "Possessor of Twenty-four Umbrel- CYCLERS of yesterday with those
convalescing in an Allentown hospi- destroyed in the recent east coast hur- las" ... Sir ARTHUR CONAN (?) of today-"The first essential is L. LEWIS & COMPANY
tal after her appendectomy. ncane. DOYLE once sent a telegram to each a PERFECT wheel with saddle built Established 1860
W· . D·l "C di I" P I of twelve friends, all men of great vir- high and wide, and fitted out with a CmNA, GLASS, SILVER,ISCOnSln al y ar Ina resents ts tue and reputation, and of high posi- clock, a bell, luggage car-rier, and a LAMPS and UNUSUAL GIFTS
O .. 0 "F S h" D t t tion in society. The message was word- cyclometer. Concerning the COS- State and Green StreetspInIOnS n ree peec epar men Sed: "Fly at once; all is discovered." TUME-we are glad to record that _
Th . . h h h d h E f h Within 24 hours, the story runs, all th I ad' ti ti f d f .e growing senousness t at as Iextent t. an oes ~ east, most 0 t ,e e ug y n mar IS IC a a wearmg
supposedly descended on American papers III the Big Ten, to put It twelve had LEFT the country ... The bloomers has signally failed. Women
f kl d f f I following newspaper error appeared in sho ld ear T ki h t duniversities in' the last few years is all ran Y, an~ un er some s?rt 0 acu - u w urxts rousers an a
ty censorship-s-and show It. . . . the Minneapolis Journal: skirt which is met by leather leggins,
too tru~but all too frequently sup- The Daily Cardinal has always A dispatch from Moorehead, and a man should wear a skirted coat.
. pressed III college newspapers through- been proud to boast that it is uncen- Minn., said Red River Valley farm- A Gentleman who accompanies a lady
out the nation. so red, almost in a class by itself ers will love heavily because of pota- will, of course, assist her in mounting _-=====-=========;-
Today's college dailies are extreme- among college dailies. We believe toes damaged by freezing in the fields. and dismounting, and if she should be
ly interesting indicators of undergrad- that one of Wisconsin's great claims (?) , .. The murals in the hall of the so unfortunate as to take a header, he
uate thought, and are moving ahead should be that it has maintained an Warmer House in Portsmouth, N. H. must be at her side immediately to as-
with a vitality that is surprising to one unfettered college press-with all its (disclosed a number of years ago UPOIl sist her to ride, making himself gener-
not -acquainted with university jour- vagaries, mistakes, and wild enthusi- the removal of the wallpaper) of his- ally useful and incidentally agreeable.
nalism. asms-through all these years. The torical and biblical figures have recent- (Some gallants provide themselves
They are actually taking the lead ups and downs of the Cardinal have Iy been given new life by the concept with tow lines or chains which they
in typographical improvements and been worth accepting because they that they were painted by LANG- attach to their fair companion's wheel
page appearance. College papers in were part of a free newspaper. DON TOWNE, the hero of Ken- and are thereby enabled to a-sist them
many instances are pointing the way It is thus with some degree of inter- neth Roberts' "Northwest Passage." in riding long and steep hil ls.) The
for professional dailies with a much est that the Cardinal views the strug- .. : .Bee~ho~en wrote a musi:al com- fotlowing rules SHOULD be foIlow-
wider circulation. gling American college press of today .. pOsition III h.ls yout,h for the plano that ed:
But underneath all this vitality and Student editors are beginning to strike was almost ImpOSSible to play beca~se DON'T try to raise your hat to la-
briskness there exists a suppression of out vigorously on problems of press- the per~ormer \~as supposed to stflke dies either on foot or a-wheel UNTIL
_ thought that is occasionally startling. ing concern: race discrimination, a n.otc m the Illlddle of the kerboard rou have perfect control of your mach-
A keen student of university journal- NY A, housing, curriculum, academic \~hde both hands were occupied ~t me.
ism will point out the forward editori- freedom, student democracy. elthe.r end of the board. The play:::: IS DON'T leave home for an hour's
al stands of several college dailies- And because they are starting to hit reqUired to ,soun? the note by hJttlllg ride without an EXTRA coat or
but he will also have to admit that hard, the leaders are meeting with t~~ key With ~IS N~SE ... T~ese wrap to be worn while resting, or in
the junior prom and the football stiff opposition. But it is our hope c:tles are so listed III the United case of sudden change of the weather
squad still play the largest role on that the small group of forthright col- States: or an unlooked-for shower.
most college editorial pages. lege papers will increase steadily, Ash, Kan. DON'T laugh at the appearance of
It might be considered odd that clarifying and liberating "the growing Carpet, Tex. other cyclers, but remember you are a
censorship and suppression should be seriousness" of the American under- Agoo, Ga. <ldweller in a glass house" ... That is
practiced in an institution devoted to graduate. Odear, Me. alI for now, but just THINK THIS
the search for truth and the defense Theirs is a hard fight, but all pro- Skeleton, Ky. OVER: If you want to get ahead use I
of freedom of thought, yet every year gressive forces are siding today with Kay, O. the one you've got! '
brings cases of university authorities papers which insist, like The Daily ------------ _
"clamping down" on some newspaper, Californian? The Texan, and others, Harper Method Beauty Shop $~.45
or tales of a brave fight for press free- on bringing to the fore issues which Compliments of Shampoo _ Manicuring I ...
dom. they know are vital-whether the ed- WILLOW RESTAURANT Scalp Treatment-Permanent Wave
Here in the Middle West, which itor gets expelled or not. Fredrich's Zotos Machines IWalk-over Boot Shop
Professor Jerome Davis has said sup- May there be more of them!- 24 BANK STREET Fmger Wavmg a Specialty
ports academic freedom to a greater Wisconsin Daily Cardinal. 310 D t HI I
ewar dg. Tel. 3503 237 State Street
Caught on Campus
It seems that su..illgaroo has captur-
ed our potential typists, for the other
morning, upon entering Fanning, we
were greeted not b)' the good old fa-
miliar "Stars and Stripes Forever,"
but by the "Flar-Foor-Floogie!"
"Xfiddy" \Veitlich practising bed
making for the benefit of \ Vhirley
Gieg, assisted by Jane Krepps! The
price, five cents a bed!
Couldn't someone take it upon him-
self to kill that A), in the gym that has
been bothering all our' speakers?Calling all men, calling all men!
Come to corner of Deshon and Mobe-
gan Avenue. During a recent house
meeting the Deshon girls were told
not to leave their coats upon the coat
rack in the hall, because it is for the
use of male guests. At this point,
Mary Pattinson replied dolefully,
"Then you might as well take it away
altogether."
In Spanish 1-2 when Miss Biaggi
scolds us for our ridiculous and Iocl-
ish translations she says, "If things
make no sense-they make no sense."
How true, how true.
---:0:---
Science Club Presents
Current Topics
Flash! Connecticut College in the The second meeting of Science Club
headlines! Windham girls train vig- was held Wednesday, November 9th,
orously for their newly devised indoor in the commuters' room. The Presi-
sport, to be introduced in the Olym-, dent, Polly Sal?ll1, announced that?
pies - AQUAPLANI 'G A LA program committee had been elected
RUG! by the officers of the club. They are
Phyllis Sheriffs, Chemistry; Eunice
Titcomb, Botany; Mildred Lingard,
Zoology; and Cynthia Madden,
Home Economics.
Marjorie "Mortimer, Botany, began
the Current Topics with a discussion
of the principles and economic import-
ance of Soilless growth of plants.
Mary Hall, Zoology, showed a film
of the largest and rarest amseba, Cha-
os-Chaos. Martha Young explained
how the electric poten tial of eyes is of
pathologic importance. Virginia Ta-
ber, Home Economics, discussed the
Pellagra cure by nicotinic acid which
is found in wastes from tobacco. Rae
Adashko. Chemistry, explained how a
chloride test could be used to tell when
ink was used and what kind it was.
After a short discussion the meeting
adjourned.
"We hear tell ther's a stranger" up-
on the campus. His name is Bob, and
he's strictly the property of Burr and
Pratt. Their statement for the press,
"Hands off Bob, gals!! 1"
What 1937 Junior recently receiv-
ed a letter (and it wasn't from Yale
either) so intriguingly addressed that
it caused the girls distributing mail to
be ten minutes late in getting the let-
ters out? Who is it now, Helen?
A now very lordly Senior formerly
of Windham House will be rather
surprised and maybe a little nonpluss-
ed, to learn she unwittingly bequeath-
ed a wealth of correspondence and
photographs to tms year's residents.
"Calling All Americans ... "
American Red Cross Roll Call Poster for 1938.
Hearsay, Hearsay! Call it True,
Call it False, It's Still Odd
Crocker House Block
THE SAVINGS BANK OF
NEW LONDON
A Mutual Savings Bank
63 MAIN STREET
scums BOWLING ALLEYS
Peter
126 Main St.
Scuris, Prop.
New London, Conn.
Telephone 9814
"Beauty Is An Asset"
THE BEAUTY BOX
Rose Rieger Eileen Shea
Dorothy Ray
11 Merldlan Street Telephone 7200
THRIFTY CUT RATE STORE
9 Main Street
Low Prices on Perfumes
Cosmetics and Toiletries
Fl'eslt Flowers Daily
Our Corsages Speak for 'I'hernselves
FELLMAN & CLARK
Tel. 5588
VISIT
GILBERT FURNITURE CO.
in Genung's 2nd and 3rd Floors
MASONIC OR STATE STREET
ENTRANCE
Phone 5805 D. J. ZUlia~\ 71to/.
DANTE'S
Italian-American Cuisine
Good Food':"'" Fine Drinks
We Serve to Serve Again
52 Truman St. New London
GARDE DRUG COMPANY
Next to Garde Theatre
DRUGS SODAS L~CHEONS
Delivery at Any Time
Phone 8177
MARVEL SHOP, INC.
SMOCKS LINGERIE
KAYSER HOSE
Prices
..... -
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Sma,.t Shoes
mental weakness. Almost never does IFall Fashion Showings
an institution force its students out •
fora time in order that they may ex- Pursue Connecticut College Girls
pc.nence ~ world which looks at thlO.gs By EDYTHE VA.~ BEES '41
with a diflerenr, and rarely academic, be If hil h
eye. Students learn well, if not al- "Come one, come all, to the show- your ncr. se • W I,e t e ga~~ urg~
ways wisely, by experiencing a matur- ing of fall fashions at The College you on. .Sa~~ that s smoot re, a~
cr world than their own, and by sec- Inn." "You can't afford to miss our Just ,rOUT size.. There you go agam,
jng as well as reading about the way tricky display at Homeport." "Now you Just haven t any strength of char-
other people react. It is true that is your last chance to be the best dress- acrer l _
succeeding college generations ride on ed girl on campus." Oh, those fatal Wirh fear and .trembling you de-
the wave of social and economic tides posters. If they only wouldn't put scent on the evenmg gowns. Fluffy
-witness the election parades of a them in such conspicuous places. Just ones, slinky ones, hoop skirts, straight
past generation and Princeton's recent when you have resolved for the fif- skirts, slit skirts. A wine velvet or an
"Veterans of Future Wars"-yet teenth time, that you weren't going to ice blue satin will cause mist in your
rarely does the college community ac- spend another cent, up pops another eyes and a lump in your throat ". This
tually succeed in turning youthful en- poster bedabbled with the most startl- department, however, IS n?t quite so
ergies into deeds. There are instances, ing colors. Music hath charms but dangerous, as you have Just spent
of course where students have color does harm. There you are gaz- what little you had. It's bad psychol-
brought re'lief where social agancres ing at a poster captioned "Would you ogy to remember that your mother
had not reached and have done-as like to be a House Party queen?" has a charge account.
at Illinois tcday-c-what the police "Corne and see us." Now really that Woe to your last pennies when you
never did to clean up the community. is going a bit tOO far, how can any encounter the trick jewelry display.
Nevertheless, the average student college gi;l be expected to resist such Bell bracelets to give you jangled
body, hemmed in by faculty rules and a temptation. nerves, red hearts to remind you can-
by its own inbred traditions, usually I You are under the influence of stantly of that certain someone, and
breeds nothing more active than "di-I pipes, perfume, and matches and be- necklaces vaguely reminding you of
vine discontent." fore you know it you have been con- Fide's collar. After all, why let a
Impotence is foreign to the nature! vi~lCed of ~he fact that you just can't spare dollar burn ?oles in your pock-
o~ yout~l. The Amer!can student tra-I
I n~lss the dlspla}r at College Inn. You et? ~nd so ten ,~TIlnu~,eslater you are
dltlOn IS one of actIon as well as hide your pocketbook, you forget you moal11ng over a cone on a borrowed
thought, of learning how as well as I ever had a ~harge, accou~lt, you re- nickle.
learning why. Knowledge in itself 1l11e~lber ChnstI.nas IS coming, .al.1 to no ---------------
and for its own sake is, in fact, not a avad. You Simply must )0111 the CHARM BEAUTY SHOPPE
part of the college tradition i college Icrowd, your fate and your check book
life is wrapped up in the desire to do are doomed! '
and so to understand. Although some I The entrance to College Inn is lin-
have discovered "a new ·seriousness" ed with trunks; escape is impossible. Inglrd
among college students, one journalist IYou entel with a silent prayer that
-reviewll1g the effects of Ieccnt years I you won't sec anythlllg that you want I
in European and American higher I too dreadfully. The first thing you Buy your Chnstmas Gilts
educatlon---concluded that "whatever I come upon are shoes and underwear. Early and Save
the effects of the depreSSion, sobriety That's not so bad except that woolie THE NICHOLS & HARRIS CO.
and awakening on the American pajamas with feet have that appealing I Pharmacists
campus, these do not constitute a tra- look. Forward to the hats. Bright
dition of learning or create that rev- kerchiefs, felt Bowlers, velvet toques, 119 State St.
erence which the European student so babushkas, and fur Udall" hats. Pron-
characteristically reveals." No exter- , to your check book comes out of the ~ COLLEGE SENIORS _
nal effect of economic, moral or social \ moth balls. lIaveYou Chosen a Career?
phenon~e~a can be taken ,as a taproot Sweaters and tweeds are next in I College graduates who expect
of tr.ad.Itlon.. One rTIl.lstdig dee.per for the line of attack .. Just one fleeting \ to seek employment In business,
d h d f wlll find the Intensive Secretarialtra l.t.lOn, mto t e mner ;~Ires 0 I glimpse at a fluffy angor,a and you've Course, at the Packard School a
~nanbnd. Out\var~ly today s colleg- spent your next month s allowance. ~~~f{~cacifst:p~\~lo~sl~~6~~ \~e ~~~
Ian may ,not look bke J.oe Coll~ge of Feeling decidedly on the under side of' modern world.
t~e 19205, famed, for hiS bo~-t.le and life you approach the rack marked DAY AND EVENING SESSIONS
hlp-A ask personality, but he IS Just as "Date Dresses" and this is one time Write or teleJlhone for Catalog
eager to enjoy living. It is not the when names mean something. Date THE PACKARD SCHOOLh d h (Founded 18~8) .
student .al?l1e who h~s c a~ge i t e dresses conjure up poignant memories 253 J--exl.ngton t\ve. (at 35th St.)
change IS 111 everyone s attitude to- of Fall House Parties and frantic NEW YORK CITY
wards life. hopes for WI'nter Parties. Of all the Registered by the Regents of the IUniversity of the State or New
"Huntynge and fishynge" have clothes they are the most irresistible. York
been part of the American college tra- They are a little too near one's budget ':=============~
dition through three centuries. Games for comfort. Don't try that on) says ~ ,
and "dates" have ever plied the min~s ---:0:--- I
of bothfboysdan~ girffls,. to tWhhedcthtn- \Vashington and Lee University has
ment a aca emlc a airs. e er 'I d d' . h
f . . I' IIh k a speCla stu ent ere It conlllllttec t ator a.ctlvlty dar re
h
axahtlOn: a ha:rehta~- can fine students or have them dismiss-
en time an t oug t In w IC to d f h If' "bb"
d h· f h .. d h e rom sc 00 or passlllg ru erroun out t Ings 0 t e sprnt an t e h k
flesh, things talked of in books, and to _c_ec_·5_. _
resolve through the American tradi-
tion of student experience the meaning
of college. Studies may prepare for
life i but college, offering the guidance
of both books and teachers, should be
life itself.-W. G. Land.
330 State Street, opp. Garde Theatre
NEW LONDON, CONN.
Phone 7801
The Transition in College Life and Its
Viewpoints is Great in Past Century
Back in 1695 one Joseph Green, a followed almost to the words those of
likely Joe College of that generation, ~is seventeel~th-cent~ry predecessor:
fessed that besides "Sabbath-break- College this year IS great. More
can IIh d fi h I work than I've done before, but I
ing" he had gone untynge an s - thi k th I I I I I. . III at at ong ast am sow y
ynge" to the neglect of hIS studies. learning economy of effort. A's lea v-
And although Joseph blotted out the, ing suspended the course in diplomatic
remainder of his confession, we may I ~listory.' m~ch t? my disgust; but I'm
from the experience of others suspect lI~dulglllg In B s course in American
that women were more attractive than history (another swell gent), in C's
books. In a nutshell, we have the course in economic history (remarks
American student tradition. ?n B, see above, al~o pertinent), and
Likewise today, after a century of 111 one on international trade ... I
coeducation, we find that Susie Col- ~av.e a new system which I am en-
lege takes after her brothers. What JOY1l1gmyself and which I recommend
was once looked on as youth taking to freshmen: I work all week and
its fling is now regarded by oldsters p!ay on the week end-the latter very
as subversive to the aim of education. I ~hscreetly, ~f course .... " ~o.mehow
The president of one college Y. W. It seems ~s. If the college tradition a~d
C. A. has given us some of the honest the tra~ltlOn 0: learning had lam
answers to the question Why come to down Side by Side.
college ?-"I want" to belong to that In fact there is no fundamental dif-
class." III, wa:ht tc meet people and I terence between the aims of colleges
make contacts," "I am after a hus- and those of students; the conflict is
band." "It'Il help me make more between the external appearances of
money later on." ",1 Want to have a those anns. Students want to live;
good time." It is no wonder that col~ and, not at all strangely, the college
leges are crowded. The coOn try-club Iwants them to live. President Dodds
college, it would seem, is serving its has said that "college is not a mere
clients. In other words, old-fashioned I preparation for life (as so many say)
knO\vledge, understanding, and learn- but is life itself-as reat a life as any-
ing either aren't worth their spinach one will ever live." Turning his at-
or need a better advert,ising agency. tention a little more to- the academic
On the other hand, there is a kind side, Dr. Guy Stanton Ford, acting
of education wHich' does not depend president of the University of Min-
for its results on the osmosis of cul- ncsota, has added this to the picture:
tural surroundings or on high-power~ "There IS little to be attained 111
ed lecturing. Nor is it the kind under thumbing a ride in the rumble seat of
which one can send one's weaknesses, a college curriculum, It is not the
to a 'co~se in "character-building", business of a university to educate its
and have tr..!i€mergq. as seraphic vir- students against their will. What you
tues. It is t kind' which balances, get out of college will be a measure
rather than opp, ~,~book learning and of what you put into it." Perhaps
life learning.' FQ~~tance, liere is a knowledge sometimes arnves unbe-
letter hom a college~io.r whose Itnownst and the University of Tex-
prep-school and college in~ests have as Ranger may have hit at more of the
~ , truth than it knew when it gave this
SALEM'S BEAUTY SAh~ sardonic descriptiOl~ ?/ an institu~ion
Hairdressers and Cosmeticians '''_, of 11Ighel learnll1g. College IS Just
Haircutting Revelon Polish like a laundry:. you.get out of it just
160 State Street Phone 4050 what ~ou .P\\t 1I1to It-but you never
recognIze It.
NEW LONDON Although they rarely express the
wish, students want to understand
their direction in life. The aim of the
college IS to provide knowledge for
that understanding. Most important
to growing minds are teachers and
textbooks, for they ease the road
which must be traveled by students
who are beginning to stand on their
own intellectual feet. It is all very
well for older minds to cluck about
reading through the classics of Eu-
ropean thought; in being able to grasp
COMPLETE SPORTSWEAR DEPT. the full significance of great works
they forget that they have an advan-
tage which youngsters have not had-
the background of experience. Hu-
man relationship, quantitative and
qualitative judgments, the inherent
progression and regression of govern-
ments, attitude of tolerance-all these
youth cannot learn wholly from books
of any kind. They may be guided
into understanding, however, by
learning to interpret their own ex-
periences: but without knowledge be·
yond their own small sphere of expe-
rience, our college students are only
too often in the position of the bucolic
miss who said, in giving her reason
for entering the halls of learning: "I
CARROLL came to be went with, but I ain't
CUT RATE PERFUMERS yet."
158 State Street lOne might even suggest that ~he
Cosmetics Perfumes American college has been gOll1g -==============::;
Patent Medicines Toiletries along all these years with a funda-I i"
Krlstlallsen, formerly of Genungs
Josel)hine Socha, PrOI)
Residence Phone 23820
New London, Conn.
MISS O'NEILL'S SHOP
Corner Green and Golden Streets
Attractive line of
Buttons, Yarns, Stamped Linens and
Needlepoint.
Hemstitching, Knitting Needles, etc.
128 Slate Street
VASSARETTE
PANTIE-GIRDLES
ARE :b~ent
THE STYLE SHOP
Jewelers Since 1865
MILLINEHY
of
Distinction
Phoenix Hosiery
Victoria Shoppe
THE MODERN CORSETRY
(Sale Agents for Vassarette)
Stop To Eat ...
at the
OLYMPIA TEA ROOM
AND ANNEX
State Street PERRY & STONE
that are different looking Stationery Leather Goods
NoveltiesELMORE SHOE SHOP
New London's Most Poular Gift
Store
Agents for
Mark Cross Bags Gloves
and Leather Novelties
Authorized ·Steamship Agent
KAPLAN'S LUGGAGE SHOP
AND TRAVEL BUREAU
123 Slate Street
NEW LONDON CONN.
MARY LEE SHOPPE
Watch and Jewelry Repair Work
Called For and Delivered at the
College
296 STATE STREET
Next to Whelan's
The Colonial Inn
FISHER, Flo,.ist
Giving Instant Service
to Connecticut College
104 State Street-Opp. Main
3358 FLOWERPHONE 3358 Il------------...:
East Lyme, Conn.) Post Road
Dinners and a 1a Carle
New Coach room Cocktail Bar
Fifteen Minutes from College
A Gay Spot ill all Old Selling
Watch for the "Slone RODIn"
Opening
Built 1796 Telephone Niantic 332
''Date'' Dresses Formals
Sport Wear
14 ~lAIN STREET 4072
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From The Caledonian
Doctor (inquiring about Jefferson
Allen, who had swallowed a half-dol-
lar) : How is the boy today?
Miss Burke (nurse): No change,
yet.
They laughed when I picked up the
saxophone-
They didn't know I was from the
Finance Company.
According to a niversity of Den-
ver survey, the average co-ed wears a
size fourteen dress.
Perhaps one reason there are no
women in the navy is because the
navy's forthcoming war games in the
Pacific are to be an absolute secret.
• • •
] list in passing, have you noticed
that the freshmen are beginning to de-
velop that WELL-BREAD look?
Trinity Times.
• • •
The Skidmore News puts it this
way, "It's a great life if you don't
week-end !'
• • •
Cosmetics have always been a sub-
ject of controversy but who would
have thought that they would ever be
of war-time consequence . . . the
Minister of Defense of Australia has
announced that a manufacturing con-
cern of that country is now putting
out metallic lipstick holders which
can, in time of war, be turned into
cartridges.- The Tatler.
• • •
Slang Was Slang in the
Dear Dead Days-
from The Caledonian
Many of the slang expressions still
in use today go all the way back a
century and in some cases even more
than that. Here are some examples.
Against the grain: 1673, Dryden.
Apple-pie order: 183 I, Scott.
Bamboozle: 1703.
Beat about the bush: t546, Hey-
wood.
Better half: 158o, Sydney.
Between you, me, and the bedpost:
183 r.
A bone to pick: 1565.
Te be in the same boat: 1550.
Brass (nerve) :1594, Shakespeare.
To know on which side one's bread
is buttered: 1546, Heywood.
New broom sweeps clean: 1546,
Heywood.
Butter-fingered: 1615, Markham.
Button up one's lip: 1747.
Put the cart before the horse: 1690.
Let the cat ou t of the bag: 1760.
Chatterbox: 1785, rose.
Chisel (cheat): 1809, amieson.
Count one's chickens before they
are hatched: 1597, Grosson .
Dead as a doornail: 1593, Harvey.
Elbow grease: 1785, Grose.
Don't forget to take a
box of our Bitter Sweet
Peppermints with you
for Tbanksgiving.
2 lb. box G5c
247 Stare Street
Feather one's nest: 1590, Grose.
To have one's fling: 1625, Beau-
mont.
- J. Louis Kuere in American Speech
• • •
An encouraging (?) trend in the
development of students' minds is
shown by the excerpts on logic from
several papers. T he II/jell says:
Bread is a necessity.
A steam engine is an invention.
Necessity is the mother of invention.
Therefore a loaf of bread is the
Mother of the steam engine.
Since I have received my final mark
from my Logic teacher, I guess it is
safe to take a chance on the following:
l\Iarriage is an institution.
l\larriage is love.
Love is blind.
Therefore, marriage IS an institu-
tion for the blind. '.1 he Tomahawk.
• • •
What Every Woman Needs:
Age-
16-40
40-60
60-
Looks
Personality
Cash
• • •
Chemistry's greatest contribution
to mankind-the platinum blonde.-
The Setonian.
• • •
The hiss is the only sound that has
no echo.
• • •
"Greece lives on its memories-and
its restaurants."
Dr. Blakeslee,
Relations.
• • •
"MIRTf-j"
The doctor's child answered
door bell.
"Is the doctor
caller.
('N ."
" 0, SIr.
Have you
be in?"
('I don't know, SIr.
on an eternity case."
• • •
IN DAZE OF OLD
"Has Sir Richard asked you
your hand yet?"
"No, but the knight is still young."
• • •
Joe B.: When you asked her to
dance did she accept quickly?
Jack C.: Did she? Why, she was
on my feet in an instant.
-The Hi-Echo.
• • •
Beneath the spreading chestnut tree
The village smithy snoozes;
No nag, since 1923,
Has been to him for shoescs.
-Collegio
• • •
And did you know that co-eds are
outnumbered by men in the M.LT.
freshman class by a ratio of 164 to I.
-Associated College Press
• • •
, What this country needs is a grape-
fruit thaar can holler "Fore."
-The Caledonian
• • •
The Sheaf
The cinema manager tapped the
bill-poster on the shoulder. "You'll
have to be more careful about these
bills, Jim!" he exclaimed.
"Why, what's the matter?" Jim in-
quired.
"Well, next week's film is called
"The Silent Woman" and you've
stuck it above a small bill which says
"The World's Greatest Mystery."
---:0:---
The Creighton University R. O.
T. C. has issued orders that all mem-
bers must appear with inch-and-a-half j
haircuts. I
Compliments of
BOSTON
CANDY KITCHEN
A A NEWS I~Students Particip~te in• • IWheaton SympOSIUmA group of students interested in
A Sunday morning breakfast on the modern dance is meeting every Men-
Island was slated for the r jrh. Then day night in Knowlton salon. Sue
this next week-end there will be a l\larchant '39, elected chairman of this
Lantern Hill Hike. This trip will be group, has already proven herself to be
limited to those who have earned a capable and efficient leader. Every-
enough points to become Active Mern- thing done by the group is a product of
bers. student work aided by criticisms from
l\1iss Hartshorn.
From this group nine girls have
been selected to participate in a Dance
Symposium at Wheaton College on
December j rd. Mt. Holyoke has also
accepted Wheaton's invitation. Each
college is to present a Theme and Va-
riations, a Technique in Dance Forms,
and an original composition. C.C. is
working on "Undercurrents," a com-
position presented in last year's CoI~
lege Dance Recital. Those going to
Wheaton are Winifred Valentine '39,
Sue Marchant '39, Barbara Curtis
'39, Carol Lehman '39, Marion Alex-
ander '40, Grace Bull '40, Alice Por-
ter '40, Margaret LaFore '41, and
Mary Lemon '42.
With equal 'interest and enthusiasm,
the rest of the group is working on
technique and composition. Student
leadership is a feature of these infor-
mal meetings.
Fall Sports
Twenty girls came out Saturday
afternoon to participate in or to cheer
for the Fall Rifle meet. Novelties
were shooting for apples and Necco
wafers, taking out the Hi's" in Missis-
sippi, and shooting at the aces of a
deck of cards.
All interclass competition will be
finished this week. Spectators and
cheering are wanted.
A. A. Coffee
On Monday the 21 st after dinner
there will be a Coffee in Thames din-
ing hall for the squad members of fall
sports. Check your name on the AA.
Bulletin Board. The class winners,
the varsities and the r st and and teams
of archery, golf, tennis, hockey, rifle)
and riding will be announced,
The winner of the fall tennis tour-
nament will be given the Bates Cup.
Also-there is a surprise .
SEND YOUR VACATION BAGGAGE
HOME BY
RAILWAY
EXPRESS
~%,,\"'".
That's the way to vacation in style
-with nothing to do but go. Just
Jock up your trunk and bags and {j ,?;;jjjj
phone Railway Express. No extra r; ,
charge- no dickering or doubts,
One easy move. You see your baggage go, and can take your train with
a sigh of relief. • Convenient? lOO%-and economical, top. Our rates
are low, and you can send "collect," if you wish, same as with our "home-
and-back laundry service." Whea you phone, tell US the time to come.
UNION STATION
Phones 3363 and 3364. New London, Conn.
RUDOLPH'S
BEAUTY STUDIO
Leading Beauty Shop in the City
Opp. Mohican Hotel Side Entrance
10 Meridian Street Phone 2-1710
Tile
Industrial Girls Hold
Their First Meeting
The first meeting of the Student-
Industrial group was held l\Ionday
evening at 7 :30 in Fanning Hall.
Agnes Savage presided at the meeting
~ttended by students and local work-
mg women.
The feature of the evening was
movies of the Bryn Mawr Summer
chool. These showed a typical day
at that institution. During the morn-
ing there were classes in English, Ec-
onomics, Speech and Parliamentary
Law. During the rest of the day
there were many chances for discus-
sions and for recreation. The girls
this summer were active in publishing
a newspaper and in operating a co-
operative store. There were also ten-
nis, swimming, music, singing, and
poetry for those who wished to enjoy
them. One of the special activities of
I the session was a folk festival.After the movie, the group divided
I into discussion groups which are to beactive during the winter meetings.
-Hunter Bulletin These groups included Labor Prob-
lems led by Betty Andrew; Propa-
ganda led by Dorothy Clements j
Dramatics led by Betty Vilas, and
Home Economics and Consumer Co-
operatives led by Marie Whitwell.
---:0:---
'(The Men from Mars" program ---:0:---
even struck terror into College stu- M. L. McKisson Reigns
dents. The Women's College of
North Carolina reports a case of one At Cornell Hop
student who rushed out of a dormitory Where is Connecticut? Right on
International 'I I' . d (hwit 1 wet lair streaming own av- top! Despite great competition from
ing just washed it), to die in company Sebela Wehe, her seventy-year-old,
with her best friends. Another room- toothless, and cracked operatic rival, a
ful of girls held a prayer meeting, and popular Ithacan native, Mary Lou
the the students from New Jersey prayed McKisson '41 managed to walk off
for the safety of their families. One with honors when she was elected by
in?" inquired the faculty member, however, announced popular vote the Duchess of the Dart-
in class the next day, "1 thought it mouth Hop this last weekend at Cor-
was an excellent radio program." nell.
any idea when he will Even college students are not im- The election of a Duchess to reign
mune to mass hysteria. With all the over the Hop is an innovation this
He went out earthly countries ready to tear each year at Cornell. It is the start of the
other to bits, a large number of people presentation of a Wooden Indian to I
are ready to believe that even Mars the victorious team in the Cornell-
would attack the United States. A Dartmouth football struggle. The In-
cartoon in "Ken" had a ~vord for. it. dian is to be kept for a year by the
for It has a number of M~rtl~ns looking winners, and eventually this presenta-
down at the World With ItS signs of tion will become a tradition between
"$30. every Thurs~ay," sticking out, I the Big Reds and the Indians.
and I~S guns shootlng"o.ff, and those As Duchess, "Mickey" traveled to
Martians laughed, Us go down Ithaca last Friday viewed the game
there? Not on a bet!" from the best available seats and aft-
---:0 :--- er Cornell emerged victori~us,' pre-
Members of Delta Kappa Epsilon sented the Wooden Indian, amid
fraternity at Brown University char- much rejoicing, to a representative of
tered a plane to fly to the Dartmouth- the Cornell team at the Hop on Sat-
Brown game, urday evening.
Mohiean
.,o(el
~ Rooms and Baths
/ A la Carte Restaurant
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Excellent Cuisine
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______ NATION.WIDE RAIL.AIR SERVICE .......
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Dancing Saturdays
9 p. m. until Midnight
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College Standards,
Application, Theme
Of Chapel Speech
<Continued from Page 1)
observation; by muddling along and
perhaps learning of a sudden that you
have violated those standards. You
also know the meaning by drawing on
your own inner nobility and worth
your own proper consciousness of your
position and responsibilities. Some
need to be told the meaning of stand-
ards. Others find that observation is
misleading, that muddling is wasteful.
Inner nobility must be cultivated and
developed,
There are numerous reasons why
standards are important. You are de-
veloping tastes here. You are develop-
ing wisely, or after a fashion, stand-
ards for yourself and for this college.
The kinds of thoughts you have, lev-
els of entertainment you indulge in,
your mode of relaxation from arduous
mental work determine the kind of
standards and the kind of person you
arc going to be. And because many of
our standards are made by custom and
general consent you are determining
the standards for this college.
St. Paul says in part, "There
should be no schism in the body; but
that the members should have the
same care one for another. And
whether one member suffer all the
members suffer with, or one member
be honored all the members rejoice
with it."
How shall we arrive at higher
standards? There is no tyranny like
the tyranny of the crowd which
like a €.liI!ging fog .can dampen and
depress cI~r and high endeavor. It
can be wars than a dictatorship be-
cause it can more intemperate in
the sense of immc ate. Our modern
social life is intempeh . It unfits us
for either work or play. 'It is ex-
hausting to nerves and devit _'zing to
mind and character. It is fl' ar re,
outre, and noisy. _,
Anyone can smear a sheet of paper
with ink. Anybody can produce mis-
cellaneous noises. The truly temper-
ate person is one whose life is trained
and pruned into shapeliness and
worth. Does this mean total abstin-
ence from certain kinds of amusement
or indulgence? I should say it most
certainly does mean just that. Add to
your knowledge temperance. St.
Paul's counsel is not out of date.'
As to the effect of such training and
pruning of yourselves, remember that
"The Kingdom of heaven is like unto
leaven which a woman took and hid
in three measures of meal, till the
whole was leavened."
Who should think on these things?
The faculty certainly has a duty and
a responsibility to tempt upward both By Associated CoJIegiate Press
in the class room and in our other as- Th h· h
sociations. The members of student I e
d
retcent
d
u$rncane, on t e, easft
b
' h coast es roye 400,000 wort 1 0
ca met s auld, as campus leaders, as t' b . h U· . f N
well as the members of Honor Court Him er h~n , t e nlversl'lty a Idew
a ld H f R 'D amps Ire s 555-acre co ege woo s.louse a epresentatlves. a _ • _
you House Presidents do all you can NI . , .
in taking your position and responsi- 1 ew Hampshire s largest 1l~land
bilities? Do you students who are ac- body a! salt w~ter, qreat Bay, wdl be
cepting scholarship aid contribute to- the. ?bJect of ~nten.slve re~earch and
ward higher standards? Whether or W~ltlllg by Ulllverslty 0'£ N~w Hamp-
not you are a so-called leader each shire undergraduates thiS WInter.
student here represents someone's hope - • -
for better things. Dr. Coffin in his Oberlin College has rescinded its
prayer Sunday night expressed thanks rule that all town bills must be paid
for our families who hold us to our before a student is graduated.
best. And whether we have families or - • -
not each one of us should have some- The University of Michigan is
thing of that inner nobility or worth making a color moving picture of life
which causes us to reach upward rath- on the Wolverine campus.
Beit Bros. Market.
Inc.
Quality Meats, Fancy Groceries,
Fruits and Vegetables
Fresh Sea Food Fine Bakery
Dairy Products
Cor. Main and Masonic Sts.
Telephone 9014
Free Delivery
C.B,S, presents Orson WeUes and
the "Mercury Theatre On the Air"
over its nationwide (WABC) net-
work in dramatizations of famous
books, plays, and stories. In addition
to starring in the "Xfercurv Theatre
On the Air," Welles writes, directs
and produces the series.
The Mercury consistently has rec-
ognized the student audience and its
needs, and therefore has held special
student previews for each Mercury
production before its official opening.
Student discount cards allowing stu-
dents and faculty a 25 per cent dis-
count also have been issued.
More than one hundred thousand
students attended the Mercury's pro-
ductions last year taking advantage of
the special student discount. These
students comprised at least one third
of the Mercury's total audience.
Exactly one year ago Brooks Atkin-
son, dramatic critic for the New York
Times predicted that "the Mercury
Theatre which Orson Welles and
John Houseman have just founded
with 'Julius Caesar' has taken the
town by the ears. Of all the young
enterprises that arc stirring here and
there this is the most original and the
most dynamic and the one likely to
have an enduring influence on the the-
atre." The Mercury's schedule indi-
cates that it will fulfill Mr. Atkin-
son's prophecy.
Vital Statistics:
Orson Welles was born on May
6th, 23 years ago.
"julius Caesar" opened November
TI,1937·
"Shoemaker's Holiday" opened
January I, 1938.
Il Heartbreak House" opened April
29, 1938,
All played in repertory until J une
I I, 1938.
In between the Mercury presented
"The Cradle w.n Rock" for special
Sunday performances and subsequent-
ly regular performances.
---:0:---
Patronize our Advertisers
er than catch-as-catch-can to whatever Mercury Theatre At
amuses us. We must not blame our
leaders, for we must in the end fall First Milestone With
back on our own 'spark of celestial
fire called conscience,' and we must Excellent Record
not permit that spark to become dim I . ,
through what Dr. Thurman called a Climaxing a year of breathtaking
"smart attitude." activity, the l\1ercury Theatre cele-
Of course there is a kind of corn- brared its first anniversary on Never»-
fort in mediocrity. It is easy to hide ber I I by simply continuing with its
behind such neat phrases as "There's scheduled program. For this remark-
nothing to be done-it is a sign of our able organization which has astound-
times," or "This is a period of transi- ed Broadway with such hits as "Julius
tion," or, "It is understandable how Caesar," "The Cradle Will Rock,"
we are as we are:' It takes character "Shoemaker's Holiday" and "Heart-
and moral fiber to choose higher break House," couldnt even take time
pleasures. It takes character to see to out for the usual birthday festivities.
i~ that we cultivate good taste in social Since its inception on November I I,
life. Wherever there is life there is a 1937, the official opening date of the
testing of life. There are no tempta- startling modern dress production of
tions in the grave. Don't be satisfied "Julius Caesar," the Mercury's activ-
with a character of beautiful putty, ities have multiplied at an amazing
but strive toward one of tempered rate. Not content to narrow its scope
steel. You must be willing to be tried to theatre alone, it is now engaged in
in the fires of self-discipline and bet- a three-fold program of theatre, ra-
ter selfhood-even unpopularity, to dio and phonograph recording.
acquire both strength and elasticity, In chronological order the Mer-
both toughness and fineness of moral cu ry's 1938·39 theatrical season in-
fiber. eludes:
Self-expression se:ms. to be the "Danton's Death," George Buch-
watchword. Repression IS supposed to ner's historical drama of the French
be bad for us. We have been repress- Revolution is now playing. Providing
ed long enough. 1 agree. -Let us be a completely balanced theatrical diet
free to e:xvress our deepest and inner- "Too Much Johnson," William Gil~
~nost desires, b.ut are those deepest and lete's rollicking farce will join "Dan-
mnermcst desires really th?se of the ton's Death" in repertory late in No-
mOl.lkey or have we something of the vember. Probably Gillete's greatest
heritage from the samts of the past triumph as a playwright and as an
and t1~e hero.es of today? actor, "Too Much Johnson" concerns
It IS possible for some to walk the comically complex affairs of a
a~olll.ld, ~kirting mud puddles ,:vithout Wall Street lawyer, who is a combin-
slipping into one, but III so doing our ation of Don J U3n and Baron Mun-
attention must be so directed to the chausen.
mud puddle that we lose sight of ~hc "Five Kings," an acting version of
b~tter paths and the more rewarding Shakespeare's chronicle plays includ-
highways. ing "Henry IV," "Henry V," "Hen-
Let us try to make these college ry VI " and "Richard III" will fol-
years better. It is said, "You can lead low late in January. Presented in
a student to college, but you can't association with the Theatre Guild it
make him think." I believe we can do will be divided into two successive
better. I believe we can raise our lev- evenings' performances.
eJ of thinking, our. level of living, As if all this were not enough for
our level of entert?lIlment, our level aile young producing group and one
of so-called relaxation. very young director, the Mercury has,
Let each one of us remember the also entered the field of audible edu- I-iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiijiiijiii.-
hope of our families, our friends, and cation, presenting most of Shake-
our college whether we be freshman speare's works in a series of Mercury
or faculty, and act upon St. Paul's Text Records. Recordings of
words, "And whether one member "Twelfth Night" and "Merchant of
suffer, all the members suffer with it, Venice" are already available.
or one member be honored all the For the first time in the history of
members re}oice with it," and the par- radio, a complete theatrical organiza-
a~.le accredited to St .. M.3tthew, "The tion has gone on the air. For a full I
KlI1gd~rn of heaven IS like unto leav- hour each Sunday at 8:00 p.m.,
en which a woman took and hid in
three measures of meal till the whole SCHWARTZ FURNITURE CO,
was leavened."
---;0:--- New London's Leading
Furniture StoreThis
Collegiate World
Philco Radios \\'urlitzer Pianos
Students Against
atzi Persecution
At Amalgamation
(Continued from Pag e 1)
mittee is planning to distribute a
questionnaire dealing with blanket
tax. The questionnaire must be un-
derstood and answered seriously. It
will be issued to the houses.
Clarinda Burr '39, Chairman of
the Religious Council, announced
that, immediately following Thanks-
giving vacation, a new program for
creating interest in chapel will be in-
itiated. Compulsory chapel is not in
accord with Student Government, and
in this function the Honor System has
failed. A letter to the Religious
Council from President Blunt places
upon the Council the responsibility of
providing chapels which all students
will want to attend. For a period of
eight weeks, the Wednesday and
Thursday chapels will be supervised
by the students. The Monday, Tues-
day, and Friday chapels will remain
the same. At the end of the eight
week period the plan will be review-
ed. Among the proposed plans for Iu-
ture chapels are the playing of sym-
phony records, a program by Mrs.
Ray's choral speaking group, and stu-
dent speakers from various student or-
ganizations and clubs.
Betsy proposed a plan to inaugurate
a central announcing committee to
provide uniform news throughout the
college. The innovation of this com-
mittee would create a new department
of Student Government, with a rep-
resentative from each house. As an
organ of advertising on the entire
campus, this committee would prob-
ably make its announcements in the
dining rooms. Members are to be ap-
pointed or elected from each house.
All notices are to be dropped in the
chairman's box.
The meeting closed, after the sing-
ing of the Alma Mater, with a fire
drilL
NATIONAL BANK
OF COMMERCE
Established 1852
NEW LONDON, CONN,
Griddle Cakes and Maple Syrup,
Coffee
35c
HOME PORT
Delicious Home Made Pastries
Compliments of
BURR·MITCHELL CO.
CONFECTIONERS
Rear 334 Bank Street
"Cleaners For Fussy Folks" THE SHALETI CLEANING
& DYEING CO.
and
PILGRIM LAUNDRY
2-6 MONTAUK AVE.
Phone 3317
'" (J1't
GO BY GREYHOUND SampleRounJ··;',.p £ares
GRIMES CLEANERS
207 Main Street Phone 4421
We Call For and Deliver
SPENCER STUDIO One-Day Service for
Connecticut College Students
CHARGE ACCOUNTS INVITED
When you start the annual !Jilgrimage l:ome to
get a good square meal (we presume you're
not immune to the charms of a home-cooked
drumstick I) remember the sage adv;ce of the
Puritan Fathers .. , ,.Always travel by Grey.
hound and save your money for a ra:ny day
o~ a really swell party'" You can manage the
wnoIe out·of-town week-end for a little more
than you'd spend hanging around the col!ege.
The trip, at Greyhound·s low fares. cost less
than half as much as driving a car ... even
a pre-Mayflower rrcj:-l!
New York __ $ 4.05
Boston 3.45
Philudelph.la _ 6.75
Washington _ 10.80
Norfolk __ 14.85
Alban;)" G.75
Chicago __ 26.85
BulJalo __ H.tS
St. Louis __ 32.60
Cle,·eIand __ li.95
Pittsburgh __ 16.20
Portland, :!\ole.. _ 6.60
Specializing in Photo Finishing
325 Slale Sl, I
GREYHOUND LINES BUS DEPOT
15 Slale Street Phone 2-1513
Garde Bldg,
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Buy Your Sweaters at
. J. Gorra & Bro.
STATE STREET
Lovely Braemar Shetlands
56·95
Glenthistle Tweed Skirts to
Match
"
(Continued reom Pace 5)
naivete in the song Le Sane Coeur de
Notre Dame. (Continued from Page 2)
Then we came to the end of the teresting and important ethically
program, after the Finnish folk-lore and economically speaking, it is not
and a wide scale of shading in the Hev the most potent factor of the book.
Diddle Diddle, we thought that we Indeed, the most potent factor of the
had received an almost complete sur- work is the side that should be most
vey of Miss Leslie's abilities as a sing- condemned, that is the rough edges
er and as a performer, but when we
heard the brilliant culmination of the which speak so loudly of deep sincer-
ity and conviction. His conviction of
hoi-a-he of the Valkuere, we were MIJ,ADY BEAUTY SHOPPEthe wrongness of so many good in ten- ~
newly impressed by the volume and tions of white men at times gives the Jane M. Armstrong, Prop.
range of the voice j the last encore work a force and beauty that is as un- Fuzzy Angora Sweaters in
uWherr Phyllis takes her vocal lesson" d as it is winni Th h Permanent \Vaves $1.95 to $7.50 dusty pinks, sky blues,expecte as It IS wmnmg. e aut or
bore another surprise j a faultless, easy- f 'h h b Finger \Vaves .25 and other pretty shadesnever gets very ar Wit t e pro - Ar h 2-
flowing coloratura which, combined e. 0 !
with excellent mimic, made the unas- Manicuring .50 Other Sweaters from
¥ nlffin Shampoo (short) .25suming e-Har major scales sound so arns and K g Supplies Shampoo (long) .50 82,95 up
bright and delightful, that this encore to be found at
fulfilled its purpose in sending the THE ELEANOR SHOP Specializing in PLAID AND PLAIN SKIRTS I
audience home contented. 313 State Street M"achineless Permanents - $3.95 Also House Coats, Blouses
Thanking Miss Leslie for her per- and Slacks I
f_o_r_m_a_n_ce-.:,_,_v_e_o_,_ve_a_S_h_a_re_t_o_M_iS_S-:::W;0;m;r;a;th.C.i.r.cu.liiia.li.n;g~L~ib:r~a_rYl_8_~_t_er_j_dl_'an_S_t_,, Ph_~on~e~9~57~2~~============~ • .::::.:.:'_=' =======::::::=~)
---:0:---
lems he raises, and he raises many.
Perhaps it is just as well he does nor,
for it has the effect of stimulating
thought through its sheer incomplete-
ness. Perhaps he stops short because
there is no answer to what he says.
Whatever the reason, no matter
how sentimental it may seem, the
book is incredibly absorbing and com-
pelling. I picked it up in idleness, and
everything else has been lying idle
since.
~
A new slant on the political sirua- I
tion is furnished by-Instead of "Bri-
tenia Rules the waves," England's
new motto seems to be, "A country a
day keeps Herr Hitler away." Trinity
Times.
TI-t~
COLL~G~INN
133 Mohegan Ave.
Telephone 2-3477
Third Annual Song
Recital Presented
Alice \Vightman who accompanied
with understanding and perfect sub-
mission to her task.
Book Review
will he open during 'Thanks-
giving vacation, serving a
special Thanksgiving dinner
on Thanksgiving Day from
1-3:30. Menu on request.
Please Make Reservations
early
Private dining room avail ..
able for a party of 12 or 14
SulfUI is the word that::t describes
Chesterfield's can't-be-copied blend
It is the RIGHT COMBINATION of mild ripe
home-grown and aromatic Turkish ... the
world's best cigarette' tobaccos ... that makes
Chesterfield different from all other cigarettes.
And it's the skillful blending of
these tobaccos with each other ... for
flavor, for aroma, for mildness and
for taste, that has made Chesterfield
the cigarette in which millions of smokers
find a new pleasure in smoking.
hesterlield
• • • the blend that can't be copied
• •• a HAPPY COMBINATION of the
world's best cigarette tobaccos
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